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RealNewsUK Update January 29th, 2021 

 

The Three Tenets of Government: Honesty, Integrity & Justice. 

 

According to Western Values, people who have No Status have No Value. 

Only The Rich & Powerful have Status. 

But Status, is a vacuous entity, which can be bought by The Rich & achieved by devious 

manipulation, fraud & criminal means. 

In fact it all comes down to money. Wealth, family wealth, power & control. 

The worst thing that can happen to People With Status, 

Is that they are exposed & then lose that status. 

According to UK Working Class Values, people who have No Morality have No value. 

According to Buddhist values, people who are evil, test your resolve and help you grow stronger. 

According to Humanitarian values. Preserving personal morality & health is necessary to attain 

wisdom. 

According to Satanists, Humanity must die for The Chosen to reach the 5th Dimension. 

 

 The UK Civil Service 

The UK Civil Service is now a covert army of Communist infiltrators of limited mental ability.  
They have been trained to take orders & carry out chores.  
The systemic vulnerability for manipulation of such a vast resource of has been accomplished by the 
Chinese Art of War. In integrating Western Civil Service resources in every country, they have gained 
power & control over those nations. 
 
The Bankers 

Just as The Bankers had done with their Total Financial Control of the Western Administrations & 
Governments with Central Banks. 
It is no longer possible to point to any Corporation or Government department which is not riddled 
with fraud, & criminal manipulation & worse. 
 
The Security Agencies 

It is alleged that Security Agencies routinely use forced, paedophile rape & murder to ensnare people 

in authority. To blackmail them into subservient control. 

Some Security Agencies have developed their own finance sources by creating International Drug 

Cartels which harvest drug crops, process them & transport them to European & American Cities. 

This became so successful that they actually took over countries & started Wars & created Warzones 

just to facilitate their drug trade. 
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They also ran child paedophile rings, Adrenochrome cartels, sex trafficking organisations & 
murderous black box rooms. 
In fact the depths of human depravity which existed in these organisations, who supplied our elite 
Masters, stretches into Satanic Torture Rituals which are unspeakable. 
 
The Westen Media 

The Western Media, although only having existed for seventy years has also been co-opted into the 
evil ways of brainwashing the masses, manipulating & controlling Governments. 
 
NATO 
Respected Western National armies have all been beaten by the bribery & blackmail of it’s Generals. 
Corporations run their own armies to subvert & protect their agendas. 
In fact every Hierarchy is now assumed to be a criminal Hierarchy. 
 

The EU/China/USA Globalist Communist Destruction of Central Government.  

Bribed, Globalist converts set up Sanctuary Cities in all countries to finance bribery, corruption & 

divert Tax Streams to set up their power structure. (Carbon Tax, Climate Initiatives, 5G Control Grid, 

etc) 

This drained Power from Central Governments & left them at the mercy of The Globalist Media, 

leaving a large Power & Control vaccum. 

The Global Network of Corporate Control  

The Global Network of Corporate Control was one of these. Mostly Bankers who were already 

running Governments & Countries. 

Big Tech 

The new kid on the block is the Computer Technology Sector. Only in existence to the general public 
since 1985?.  
Now known as IT, Computer Systems or BigTech. 
This includes the US Government/section financed Google, Facebook, Apple, Microsoft.etc. 
Who have made World Governments & the human population totally dependent on them in such a 
short time. 
Amazing to note that these Monoliths of power, the richest Corporations on the World Stock Markets, 
moved their allegiance & production, from the USA to China under the Obama regime. 
 

Liberalism, Globalism, Communism, Satanism. 

Under the pretence of World Equality, Globalism has destroyed; World Governments & 

Administrations, manufacturing industries, populations & societies for profit. 

The Military Industrial Complex 

It would be amiss to leave out The Military Industrial Complex. The Corporate Arms Industries who 

run their own mercenary armies. As with Big Tech they have benefited from computer system 

developments over the last few decades. This has allowed them universal control of armies & 

countries, with satellite based control systems. Their next goal - The World Wide 5G Radiation Grid, 

makes the Pentagon, Controlling The Human Domain thesus look like a walk in the park. 
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Big Pharm 

The drug industry, known as Pharmaceuticals, have a long history of Power & Control. 
People have for hundreds of years been in awe of their superior knowledge & biochemistry. 
However, now commonly famous as yet another Rothschild Industry, through Doctors, it has addicted 
50% of the US population on Opiods, built laboratories all round Russia’s borders, which occasionally 
leak. Has secretly sterilised millions of UK males & Afican women. And contaminated 20 million in 
Wuhan, China with Coronavirus. 
 

The World Economic Forum 

It appears that the WEF are incapable of respecting Honesty, Integrity & Justice & just wish to extend 

their fraudulent grip on The World Economy to a higher level of Fascist control.  

Their own psychopathic greed combined with obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD) and their 

obliteration of God by Their Media brainwipers will lead to the annihilation of Switzerland during the 

next war. 

Their World Carbon Tax (now a Health Passport) based on fake Climate Change Data & their Fake 

Coronavirus Lockdown, show no attempt to reconcile any damage they have inflicted in the past on 

the planet. Also their use of World War & Fraud, International resource theft & forced societal 

change.  

Their inability to understand any basic human values or Planetary Laws makes them a group of the 

most dangerous criminals in the World. 

The Vaccine Passport 

Tony Blair, the despised UK ex Prime Minister, recently started to promote an International Health 

Passport. A product of the insane Coronavirus Bio Weapon Pandemic & Mass Vaccination fraud. 

This Vaccine Passport, if introduced, has the potential to put the lives & control of every facet of 

Humanity in the control of one Criminal. 

But there is a solution to this problem. And that is to have a “Health Passport” for people in positions 

of power and control. 

A Health Passport which would detect & exclude psychopathic criminals & the mentally deranged 

from Government or Corporate administration. 
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